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A Message from the President
Hi all,
Another month gone, doesn’t time fly?
A lot has been happening at the Northam Airfield.
Blackwell Plumbing at the Northam Shire’s request have
upgraded the water supply to FESA Water Tanks and the
back row of Hangars.
A big thank you to Denis Beresford who made his time
available to act as Airfield Controller while Blackwell
Plumbing trenched through the undershoot of Runway 32.
Thanks Denis.
The NAC has been advised by a company (Fugro) that they
will be collecting data for Western Power starting on 22
March until early May. Fugro will be operating out of
YNTM. It will be a Cessna 441 VH-VEW, predominantly
white with blue stripes so just be a bit more wary.
Weather permitting they will be operating 30 mins after
first light till 30 mins before last light. Flying between
3,000ft to 4,000 ft AMSL. Because they will be emitting
pulsating Lazer Light which is not visible in the visible
spectrum they advise Pilots not to fly closer than 450 ft
below this aircraft. Please see correspondence printed
further in this issue of the Fly About for more information.
A new Constitution is being drafted as per new
requirements for Incorporated Companies.
The draft copy will be sent out to every financial member
of Northam Aero Club for comment and a meeting
including all members will then be called to discuss and
pass the Draft before it is sent off to Records. Please take
part in the drafting of our new Constitution as it involves
all Members in Northam Aero Club.
Once again, Happy Flying
Cheers, Errol
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Vice President’s & Airside Report
Hi to all members.
I write this as we coast over the top of Kangaroo Island at FL420 with a leisurely 506 knot
ground speed in complete comfort on my way to the other side of the continent. The
modern airliner still amazes me every time I get on one, the technology, performance and
navigation involved all demonstrate just how far aviation has come. From a general aviation
perspective the introduction of software such as Ozrunways and Avplan has brought to the
private pilot some situational awareness tools previously only available in modern airliners
and business jets. For those of you haven’t that tried these systems download a free trial
and make up your mind. I for one am a convert.
There is little to report on the airside front this month other than a new main water line has
been laid to increase water pressure at the airport and it seems to have had a noticeable
effect. PGL suffered a flat tyre on the weekend of the 16th, Pilots please keep an eye out for
any FOD on the movement areas. The Skycam is working nicely and we have had a lot of
positive feedback on this system as well as enquires from other aerodromes as to how to
get one up and running.
http://www.northam.skycam.net.au/
We now have a DVD player in the clubrooms which is hooked up to the overhead projector,
stay tuned for the notification of the next movie night.
This month’s Crash Comics and Close Calls focus on pre-flight planning and pre flight
inspections, the articles on doors opening in flight was published in 1977 and is still relevant
today.
Club competitions are proving popular with numerous Pilots attending the March event. A
real enthusiasm is building so please come along and have a go, its good for your flying
skills, builds local area knowledge and as a side note the ladies never fail to put on a fantastic morning tea.
Safe flying…
P.S. and in this day of technology I was able to send this to our fantastic editor for inclusion
in Flyabout inflight from a wifi connected Qantas 737!
Adam Price—NAC Vice-President

Page 3 Plane

OWNER:
Northam Aero Club
REGISTRATION:
VH-PGL
TYPE:
C172
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE:
1978
SEATS:
4
TOTAL TIME:
13,276.5
ENGINE TO RUN:
1846 hours
PROP TO RUN:
2055 hours
CRUISE SPEED:
105 knots
STALL SPEED:
52 knots
CRUISE FUEL FLOW:
38 litres/hour
HANGARED:
YNTM

Club Captain’s Report - March 2019
“AVON GOLF TOUR RECONNAISANCE”

Our March Flying Comp was a Cross Country Air Trial conducted within a 20 N.M. radius of
Northam Airfield.
TEAM NAC PILOTS overflew various waypoints and were also judged on Radio calls and their
landings etc.
All pilots were given full maps and Comp Sheets 30 days prior as usual, so had ample time to
understand/even FLY a practice run.
TEAM NAC aircrew overflew Northam Golf Club, Baker's Hill Golf Club, El Cabello Blanco Golf
Club, Wundowie Golf Club and Toodyay Golf Club.
The airmanship and proficiency shown by all Competitors was excellent, and a good day was
enjoyed by all Pilots and Crew!
Judges were James and Lachie, Brendon Cox and Jesse Price - THANK YOU !
"We enjoyed the landings very much".....
RESULTS March Comp.. Well done all.......
FIRST: Ashley Smith with a great display, (leads in the Club Championship)
Second : Peter Hill ("mumble mumble")
Third : Adam Price( close!)
Equal 4th : Russell Steicke and Trevor Sangston
Fifth : Howie Pietersie - nice to see you back Howie!
Sixth : Ian Berry close on our heels…
All scores were very close, all Pilots flying NAC comps each month give themselves every
opportunity to dust off those skills we otherwise might not revisit as often as we could.
NEXT NAC FLYING COMP is
SUNDAY 14th APRIL..
"GOOMALLING RECONNAISSANCE"
A Cross Country Air Trial appr 60 n.m. within 20 n.m radius of Airfield. As usual all TEAM NAC
PILOTS have full Comp Sheets and Maps 30 days to go. Hope to see all TEAM NAC PILOTS
and Crew at Northam Sunday 14th April...
Usual Complimentary Morning Tea of course, see you there!
Kind Regards
Peter Hill NAC Club Captain 0450415947 prh@aurora.net.au

Editor’s Broadcast
Hello Fellow Aero Club Members
Another month is flying by and I hope you are all
enjoying the beautiful - warm - flying weather!

New Members!

If you get a chance, try and make some time to
see the spectacular transportation of White Gum
Air Park’s OzJet Boeing 737 on the 27th March.
Details in the Fly About. This is definitely not
something that is seen every day and not to be
missed! History in the making….
The NAC would like to welcome Nick Kostov.
Don’t forget to pay your memberships and
We look forward to seeing more of you
thanks to those that already have - without you
around the club Nick!.
all we wouldn't have a club!
Once again thanks to all the contributors for this
month’s Fly About.
Karin
NAC Fly About Editor
northamaeroclubsocialdirector@gmail.com

Congratulations!!!
Aeroclub Member Neil Whitmarsh
tied the knot to the lovely Lilian this
month! Congratulations to you
both for a wonderful future
together. A little birdy tells me that
they may just feature again in next
month’s Fly About.

We hope you enjoy the friendship,
fellowship and flying at the NAC.

DEPARTING SOON
OzJet 737 to York WA
This is the first time anything like this has
happened in Perth. VH-OZX has rested on the
airside bitumen for almost 10 years.
After 2 years of hard work with help from many volunteers, the time has come to
transport this Jet Airliner 100kms via road to York WA.
Don't miss this opportunity to see an aircraft of this size being transported by
truck.

Grass - The Highs & the Lows
Adam Price—NAC Vice President
Operating on and off a grass surface can be one of life’s pleasures. A well looked after
surface provides a cushioning effect that makes the worst of landings feel somewhat
respectable. A good landing on a smooth grass surface makes you feel alive and certainly
puts a grin on your face.
Although a grass surface from the air can look perfect there are a number of underlying
factors that need to be considered when operating on and off a grass surface.
Grass is a brilliant surface to operate from however it requires a little bit of extra thinking
and planning as well as Threat and Error Management (TEM) to allow it to occur safely. This
short article is intended to provide the membership with some proactive tools with regard to
grass runway operations.

1. What do you know about the surface?
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

When did you last walk or drive the surface? As a grass surface is unlikely to be
certified there is no guarantee of its integrity or a requirement for a daily
inspection.
Have you spoken with anyone else who has operated off the surface recently?
Are you aware of any fox or rabbit holes? (sand patches are often a good
indication).
What do you know about any corrugations or rough areas? How level is the surface,
ruts and corrugations are difficult to sight from the air.
How long is the grass, is it short and neat like a football oval or does it have spinifex
clumps growing through it with the associated lumps and bumps? For safety
consider long grass to be anything more than ¼ of your wheel diameter.
Standing water is difficult to see on a grass runway, have a think about the areas it
may lie in and avoid them if there has been any recent precipitation or watering
activities. Acceleration through standing water is sluggish.
The condition of the grass surface will change with seasons, this needs to be taken
into account when planning any activities.
If the surface is boggy don’t come to a stop if you can avoid it as you may sink down
to the axles, also if the surface is boggy conduct maximum radius turns whilst
taxiing

2. Are your wheels big enough?
•

Operating off grass with small wheels can be challenging if not dangerous. The
smaller the wheel realistically the flatter the surface you need. Think about trying to
push a shopping trolley versus a motorcycle over grass and you can understand the
relationship between the large and small wheel.
• If in doubt take the gravel or bitumen option
3. Performance
•

Aircraft manufacturers take into account short dry and long wet grass in the takeoff and landing data, so what do you know about the surface from the air? If you
land will you have enough length to get airborne again? A wet surface will
significantly increase the take-off roll and dramatically more so if the grass is long.
4. Braking action
•

Braking action will change dependent on how level the surface is, length of the
grass and whether or not it is water contaminated.
• Friction on a wet surface is less than on a dry hence expect reduced braking action.
5. Is your aircraft suitable
•
•

Be familiar with and practice your aircrafts soft field operating techniques.
If there are ruts and corrugations are these going to cause your oleos to compress
to full deflection and induce damage.
• Do you have enough propeller clearance?
• Is the surface suitable with the apparent crosswind?
6. Are you suitable?

•
•
•

Have you done your research on the grass you intend to land on?
If in doubt conduct a runway inspection at safe height in safe manner and in
accordance with regulatory requirements
Understand your aircraft performance charts and operating techniques

Below are some photos taken at Northam of fox holes. These are sometimes impossible to
see from the air and realistically you wouldn’t know they were there until you put a wheel
into one. Obviously the larger the wheel the more chance you have of getting away with it,
but if a small aircraft with say 6.00 tyres was to put a main or tailwheel into one of these
holes you are looking at major damage.

Fox hole approximately 200mm round at the entrance and 1 foot deep, perfectly
camouflaged with the surroundings and no visual indication from the air that it exists.

Fox hole (note the deceased rabbit on the left) approximately 300mm wide and nearly 2 feet
deep, the sand around the hole is the only indication present from the air regarding
this hazard.

Seen Around the Field

Top Left - Peter & Annette take
part in the Sunday Flying Comp
Top right - Club members Ashley
Smith & Howie Pietersie - loitering
in the briefing room.

Above - Comp judges James and
& Jesse

Right - Beth, Preston, Kate &
Gail enjoying morning tea and
the club comp.

Left - Judge James tallying the
scores

Right - Comp pilots waiting
for the results.

Below—Peter Hill getting
ready for the comp.

Close Calls
Complacency Can Kill — by Staff Writers
Reprinted with courtesy of Flight Safety Australia Magazine

Many years ago I was over the moon to be offered casual weekend work flying joy
flights in an aerobatic, radial-engine warbird. I had just moved into a new
management role with a large operator but I missed the line flying. I was really
looking forward to being paid to roar about and turn upside down – a complete
contrast to my previous flying role.
It had been many years since I had used my aerobatic endorsement and I had
never flown this type of aircraft before, but a check flight with the chief pilot
quickly quelled any reservations. My aerobatics were surprisingly tidy. The aircraft
was designed as a training aircraft for communist-bloc pilots and was a delight to
fly. The fun of rediscovering my aerobatic skills reminded me why I had pursued a
career as a pilot.
I was rostered to take over from the other pilot at lunchtime the very next day,
with three joy flights to conduct in the afternoon. Each flight followed a similar
profile; a short transit to the training area before flying a basic aerobatic sequence
consisting of loops, slow rolls, barrel rolls and stall turns. I did feel a little
uncomfortable with my lack of familiarity with the aircraft. As a full-time pilot I
had logged many hours flying one type and was used to knowing my aircraft and
its systems inside out. However, I knew that if I took things slowly and regularly
referred to the checklist I would be OK. The pneumatic air system and metric
gauges were unfamiliar to me at first but the simplicity of the aircraft meant that I
was soon able to dispense with the checklist.
The pilot I was taking over from told me that he had refuelled the aircraft so I
should have enough fuel to finish the day without needing to refuel again. The
endurance was specified as just under two hours. Take-off to landing was almost
exactly 20 minutes plus taxi time, so I calculated that my three flights would leave
me with sufficient reserves. The fuel gauges, like most in this category of aircraft,
were virtually useless.

It was a beautiful day for flying; clear and cold. The first two passengers left the
hangar with ear-to-ear grins and empty sick bags. The final flight ended with the
sun low in the sky and we were treated to a beautiful orange and pink sunset as
we pitched into the circuit with the canopy cracked open to let the bracing slipstream wash over us. After taxiing back the long way to let a large multi-engine
aircraft depart, we shut down in front of the hangar as the customer’s husband
and young children filmed from the tarmac.

It was the passenger’s birthday and her husband had bought the flight for his wife
as a present. I helped her out of the cockpit, another satisfied customer, and
congratulated myself on a job well done. I was proud of my flying and pleased
that my efforts to make sure the passengers enjoyed their flights had paid off. The
only downside was that I had not had any break between flights. As each
passenger unstrapped, I barely had enough time to do a quick walk around before
greeting the next passenger and beginning the process again.
I spend half an hour cleaning oil off of the cowl and fuselage whilst admiring the
robust profile of the old warbird. Just before pushing the aircraft inside the
hangar for the night, I ordered fuel so that the oncoming pilot would not need to
refuel before the next flight. I knew the refueller quite well and we chatted
amiably as he set about filling the tanks. As he completed the paperwork, he
made some comment about thinking the tanks were smaller than they were. I
thought nothing of it at the time but after I pushed the aircraft into the hangar,
his comment began to bother me. I checked the docket and saw that he had
pumped about 120 litres into the aircraft. I felt myself go white as I realised that I
had used every drop of the usable fuel! It was sheer dumb luck that had allowed
me to taxi back to the hangar without the engine failing due to fuel starvation. I
was even more horrified when I recalled my track back to the aerodrome – over a
large cold lake. I was horrified.
As a professional pilot I had never even come close to running out of fuel – that
was the domain of cowboy operators and low-timers wasn’t it?
How could I have been stupid enough to put my passengers and myself in that
situation?
On reflection, I identified a number of errors that contributed to my very narrow
escape. I realised that I had failed to lean the mixture after take-off and
consequently my fuel burn was much higher than predicted. If I had been more
familiar with the aircraft I could have been cued by the sight of the mixture lever
being in an abnormal position during the transit to and from the training area.
Dispensing with the checklist was irresponsible, particularly as I was apprehensive
about my lack of experience with the aircraft type.

Furthermore, I had not visually confirmed the fuel level prior to accepting the
aircraft from the other pilot, or even once during the afternoon – a schoolboy
error. Did the other pilot say he had refuelled before, or after, his last morning
flight? His casual assurance that I would have enough fuel for the rest of the
flights would have been of little comfort to us as we ditched on our return to the
airport. Just a simple glance inside the tanks between flights would have been
enough to recognise the need for more fuel, but I had allowed time pressures to
distract me from the most basic safety and airmanship checks.
The primary factor though was my complacency. I had convinced myself that
flying a relatively simple aircraft on joy flights would be an easy task and I failed to
take the appropriate amount of care. The memory of the happy family welcoming
their mother after her birthday flight and the thought that I had nearly brought
about her demise haunted me for weeks, but it was all that I needed to remind
me that complacency is a potential killer.

Videos of the Month
Click on the title links to watch this month’s videos
(only available for email recipients of the Fly About)

747 Mothership
Boeings radical plan to make the 747 an airborne aircraft carrier

USN Blue Angels
Van Halen and the USN Blue Angels Demonstration Squadron
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NORTHAM AIRPORT SKYCAM
Northam Airport now has a Skycam:
http://www.northam.skycam.net.au/
The Skycam system at the Northam Airport has been installed to improve pilot situational
awareness with regard to the weather. This webcam is funded and will be maintained
by Air Safety Navigators as part of our commitment to aviation safety, the local flying
community and in support of our home airfield. Images are now available
on Ozrunways and Avplan

Bar Roster
March 2019

June 2019

16th March

Mick Clements

1st June

Ashley Smith

23rd March

Matt Bignell

8th June

Crofty

30th March

Peter Scheer

15th June

Howie

22nd June

Peter Hill

29th June

Adam Price

April 2019
6th April

Ashley Smith

13th April

Crofty

July 2019

20th April

Howie

6th July

Mick Clements

27th April

Peter Hill

13th July

Matt Bignell

20th July

Peter Scheer

27th July

Ashley Smith

May 2019
4th May

Adam Price

11th May

Mick Clements

18th May

Matt Bignell

25th May

Peter Scheer

Bar Hours - Saturday 5pm - 7pm
If unable to do your rostered days, please make
arrangements to swap with someone.

Northam Aero Club
“The First 50 Years”
1968—2018

Copies of this wonderful read can be purchased for $20 for members or $25 for non
members from the Aero Club Bar or $25 from the Northam Visitors Centre.

The Thin Blue Line Kevin Lathbury - NAC
Often when pilots contact me to book an AFR, I ask them if they’d like to practice anything
other than the minimum required, and I often ask if they’d like to practice an entry into
controlled airspace. Sometimes the reaction suggests I’ve just invited my victim – oops,
candidate – into the Chernobyl exclusion zone, rather than merely past the thin blue lines
on a chart. Such is the fear that CTA inspires in some pilots who haven’t done it for quite a
while.
But it’s really not that scary. If you’re well-prepared, you only have to ask the controllers
nicely for what you want, and then just do as you’re told. Easy, right? Here’s a refresher for
those who haven’t ventured past those blue lines on the VTC/VNC/OzRunways/AvPlan for a
while.
Preparation means you know what you want, how to ask for it, what to expect, and how to
stay ahead of the aeroplane. Let’s use an example. You want to, in the words of Chuck
Berry, “get your kicks on Route 66.” You want to fly from Northam to Jandakot via Victor 66
at 3500 ft. A look at the VTC will tell you the CTA segment is from The Lakes Mine via Helena
River Reservoir (better known as Mundaring Weir) to Canning Dam.
So what do you need? Firstly, make sure your charts are up to date. Next, you’ll submit an
ICAO Flight Notification. There are two types of Flight Notification on NAIPS – the SARTIME
one and the ICAO one. If you just put in a SARTIME notification, Airservices assumes you’re
only putting it in so someone will come looking in the right place for the wreckage when you
crash, and bring the right number of body bags, so they only pass it on to CENSAR and not
to Perth, meaning Perth won’t be expecting you. If you want a clearance, you need to put in
an ICAO notification. They’re more detailed, but don’t be put off if you haven’t done one for
a while. The great thing about doing it electronically is instant feedback – if you make a
mistake, NAIPS spits it out at you, highlights the error, and won’t accept it until you’ve
ironed out any mistakes.
More preflight planning: a look at the vertical steps on the chart tells you that at 3500 ft,
you’ll enter CTA about 3nm SW of The Lakes Mine, so you need your clearance before you
reach the mine, and if you don’t have it, you’ll need to turn around and stay outside CTA.
How to ask for the clearance: basically, how can you help ATC to help you? Firstly, you can
ask for the clearance with time and space to spare. When you switch from Northam CTAF,
you’ll switch to Perth Centre on 135.25, and as per the ERSA entry for Perth, this is the
frequency to use to ask for your clearance. Ask for it as soon as you switch to Centre.

What does the controller need to know? Who you are, where you are, and what you want.
Aircraft transmissions are in italics; controller transmissions are in bold.
Perth Centre
Cessna 172 PGL
2 nm west of Clackline, 3500
Request airways clearance
That’s all they need. You’ve put in a notification, so they’re expecting you, and now you’re
just telling them you’re there. There’s no need to ask for frequencies or transponder codes
or anything fancy. Just ask them for what you want – a clearance – and let them worry
about the details.
Because Perth is a radar environment, the first thing they’ll do is give you a discrete
transponder code.
PGL, squawk code 0564
Switch your transponder to Standby, dial up the code, and because you read back anything
to do with routes, runways or numbers, you’ll read back, with your callsign at the end:
Squawk 0564, PGL
After a minute or two, Centre will then tell you they have the little green dot on their
screen with “PGL” next to it.
PGL identified, 4 nm west of Clackline
After a few more minutes, they’ll probably tell you to change frequency to get your
clearance. You’ve done all the hard work, so you don’t need to know the frequency they’ll
use. Just wait, read back the frequency they give you, and switch to it.
PGL, contact Perth Approach 132.95 for your clearance
132.95, PGL
Approach are expecting you, and they have you on radar, so they know exactly where you
are. You don’t need to tell them your position.
Perth Approach, PGL, maintaining 3500
PGL, track Lakes Mine, Helena Valley Reservoir, Canning Dam, maintain 3500
There’s a route and a number in that, so you read it all back:
Lakes Mine, Helena Valley Reservoir, Canning Dam, 3500, PGL

Then you just need to do what you’ve promised. Staying on track is important, as is
maintaining your assigned altitude. And when you exit CTA just before Canning Dam, the
controller will talk to you again:
PGL, clear of controlled airspace, frequency change approved (or words to that effect)
All you need to do is acknowledge and change frequencies – comms back to Perth Centre
on 135.25, and transponder back to 1200.

Class D
Perth is Class C airspace – radar-controlled. Controlled airspace without radar coverage is
Class D. Jandakot is an example, but let’s leave that for another time. Apart from the former
GAAP’s, other Class D aerodromes include the likes of Broome, Karratha and Alice Springs.
The main differences are that they can’t identify you on radar, and they don’t have discrete
Approach and Departure frequencies. They typically only have Tower. So when you call
them for a clearance, it’s the same as the call to Perth Centre, but it’s on Tower frequency,
and they’re relying on you to know where you are. Change your transponder code to the
frequency for non-radar CTA, which is of course 3000, listen to the ATIS, then call:
Broome Tower
Archer HKA
15 nm southeast, descending though 4000
Received Charlie
Request airways clearance
Then, as for Perth, you just do as you’re told. No more frequency changes, and Tower will
give you a clearance via a VFR approach point, so make sure you know which point to
expect and how to find it using your trusty GPS, OzRunways or, heaven forbid, the VTC and
the Mark 1 eyeball!
And if you want to go past those thin blue lines on the chart and you haven’t done it for a
while, Murray or I will be happy to run through the procedure with you on the ground, or
jump in an aeroplane for a quick trip to Jandakot or somewhere more exotic like Rotto.

Crash Comics
Reprinted with courtesy of the ATSB

Test Your Aircraft Recognition
For the chance to win a $10 Aeroclub bar voucher name the aircraft and the
manufacturer below.
The winner will be the first and closest to the mark. Email your responses to
Northamaeroclubsocialdirector@gmail.com

WINNER!!!!
Congratulations Peter Hill for correctly answering the February Aircraft
Recognition Competition! There is a $10 voucher waiting for you at the
club bar. Must be Peter’s buy at the bar next!
February’s Answer :
 Boeing YL-15

Just for fun…...

Fun Facts:
On July 23, 1983, Air Canada’s
Flight 143, with 69 people on
board ran out of fuel at an altitude of 41,000 ft. The pilot
managed to glide the plane
down safely as he was a very
experienced glider pilot. 22,300
pounds of jet fuel had been put
in instead of 22,300 kg.

Classifieds
Northam Aero Club Merchandise
Club Polo Shirts with name and club logo—$35.00
Postage available—$10.00 per order
Club Caps with logo—$20.00 available
at the bar
Stubbie Holders—$7.00 available at
the bar
Postage available—$8.00

For Rent
Hangar Space
Suitable for 2 aircraft
Jabiru Size - $150 per month
C182 size - $250 per month
Prices negotiable
Contact David Kerr
E : davedragon68@gmail.com

Wanted

NAC Club Aircraft
Bookings

Aviation Memorabilia
•
•
•
•
•

Books
Artefacts
Photographs
Old Aircraft Parts
Signs

If it’s old and historic—I’m interested

Enquiries—Matt Bignell

Adam Price—0428 611 797

0428 962 001

50/50 Share Sale
Vans RV7A
VH-ZDB
Looking for a 50/50 share or a possible outright sale considered
•
•
•
•

Aircraft built in Nungarin and first flew in 2005
Faultless history
Fast and economical
Always hangared
For more information please contact David Watkins
E : dwatkins8@me.com

The Story of Curvy Kate
is a fascinating story of one man’s lifelong dream
to build a head-turning replica SS Jaguar from the
ground up.
Howard Pietersie takes us through a mechanical
odyssey, replete with setbacks, successes and
innovative solutions that make ‘Curvy Kate’ a
remarkable story of endurance, elation and love.
However, the romantic notion of building a truly
elegant piece of 20th century motoring royalty is
not for the faint-hearted, though any unsuspecting
soul determined to do so would do well to read
this book.
The Story of Curvy Kate is Pietersie’s
inspirational and sometimes hilarious journey
into the secret life of an enthusiastic amateur
determined to realise a dream.

The Story of Curvy Kate
available online

www.replicajaguarbook.com
Paperback—$29.95
Hardback—$39.95

ASIC Cards
As you know, ASIC’s now need to be
collected in person. This has meant a
trip to Perth to have a face to face pick
up. I am now an agent for CASA so if
you nominate Northam as your pick up
point, your ASIC will be sent to me for
you to collect in Northam.

Hangar for Sale
15m x 15m located on a front row and
Corner of taxiway—Block No. 33.
Power and water on corner of block.
Note—the hangar only uses the front
half of the block, therefore another
hangar can be built on the back of the
block.

Enquiries—Denis Beresford
0408 747 182
“Happy Flying”

Please call—0438 101 334

NAC Cessna 172—VH-PGL
Hire Fee Structure
Private Hire - $210 per hour
Dual Training - $300 per hour
TIF’s - $150 per 1/2 hour
Briefing - as required
Instructor (in owner’s aircraft) - $100 per hour

Pre-paid Discounted Block Rates Available
•

5 hours - less 5%

•

10 hours - less 10%
20 hours - less 15%

•

Student pilots may use the discounted block rate for aircraft hire only
Instructor fees remain as priced above
For all further enquiries please contact:
NAC Treasurer - nactreasurer@bigpond.com T: 0428 743 031

Matt Bignell - 0428 962 001

NAC Club Contact List

President

Vice President

Errol Croft

Adam Price

E: dowref@bigpond.net.au

E: adam@airsafetynav.com.au

T: 0428 880 149

T: 0429 041 974

Secretary

Treasurer

Peter Scheer

Dave McFarlane

E: bushyps@gmail.com

E: nactreasurer@bigpond.com

T: 0408 802 955

T: 0428 743 031

Club Captain

House & Grounds

Peter Hill

Ashley Smith

E: prh@aurora.net.au

E: ashleypsmith@westnet.com.au

T: 0450 415 947

T: 0429 083 152

Aircraft

Flight Training

Dave Beech

Kevin Lathbury

E: dbeech@iinet.net.au

E: Kevinlouise62@gmail.com

T: 0416 242 846

T: 0434 000 217

Flight Training

Fly About Editor & Social

Murray Bow

Karin Price

E: bowie1@iinet.net.au

E: Karin@airsafetynav.com.au

T: 0424 160 750

T: 0428 611 797

Facebook
Sally Wood
E: Swood77_nz@hotmail.com

T: 0439 941 201
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